Shipping Incentives

HOW TO OFFER THEM WITHOUT BREAKING THE BANK
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The title of this article may sound like a bit of a misnomer.
Is there really a way to offer shipping incentives on wine, of
all products, or worse yet “free shipping” without breaking
the bank?
But before we get to that, we should first ask the question:

Are Incentives Really Necessary?
Ten years ago, our answer to that question would have
been “probably not.” Five years ago, it was more of a
strong maybe. Today, it’s a resounding (but qualified) yes.
The fact that Nordstrom and Zappos offer free shipping on
everything, doesn’t necessarily mean that you have to do
the same. However, there are three very strong arguments
in favor of offering some type of shipping incentive.
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Your customers expect them
There is no question that shipping incentives are
the new norm for online businesses. In 2014, ecommerce
grew to represent 8.4% of total US retail sales,(1) in large
part due to strategies implemented by online retailers in
order to compete with their brick and mortar counterparts
(competitive pricing, more transparency, use of multiple
distribution centers, and of course, free shipping.)
QUICK FACT: Today, nearly 90% of retailers offer some sort
of free shipping option, compared with about 65% two
years ago, according to William Blair analyst Mark Miller. (2)
With free shipping being offered by retailers like Zappos,
Nordstrom and Bonobos, it has increasingly become an
expected benefit and without it, your customers may very
well decide to shop elsewhere. In fact, according to UPS
and comScore in The Pulse of the Online Shopper, (4)
• 63% of online shoppers expect you to offer free
shipping, and
• 93% of online shoppers say free shipping would
encourage them to buy
Amazon Prime alone has played a major role in shaping
consumer expectations with regard to shipping costs, as the
program’s reach has grown exponentially in recent years.
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According to estimates by the investment firm Macquarie,(3) Prime membership (currently at
approximately 40 million US members) will have been adopted by half of US households by 2020 (up
from 20-25% today.)
In February of 2015, Amazon hit a major milestone – the tenth anniversary of Prime. That program
and similar programs like ShopRunner are largely responsible for our country’s growing dislike of
shipping charges. So when you hear that customers have become “accustomed” to free shipping, you
have them to thank.
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Your customers are more likely to abandon the cart without them
According to The Pulse of the Online Shopper, shipping costs are the primary reason for
shopping cart abandonment. The chart below, which is compiled from data presented in that report,
makes a compelling argument for shipping incentives.
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Your customers will spend more when free
shipping is offered
Drawing on the data from the Amazon Prime
program once again, a recent study by Consumer Research
Intelligence Partners found that Amazon Prime members
spend $1,500 a year on average, compared to nonmembers who spend about $625 a year.(5) That’s 2.4 times
what they would have spent without the benefits of Prime!
With those three reasons in mind, there is no better time
than now to review your shipping policies and see how a
“shipping included” or reduced rate shipping strategy will
impact your bottom line.
Whatever type of shipping incentive you offer; one thing is
for certain. It will mean a boost in sales.
The Fine Print
Use of the word “free” is frowned upon in the wine industry
and the reason for that is simple. It’s not legal for a winery
to give free stuff to its customers, even shipping. It’s
considered an inducement to purchase. That doesn’t mean
you can’t incentivize purchase in other ways like discounting
shipping or including it in the price.

Things to Consider (Your Strategy)
CAN you offer free shipping?
It’s hard to deny the consumer benefits of free shipping,
but the question remains; can you offer free shipping
without breaking the bank? Wine is heavy and expensive to
ship, which means that your shipping incentives need to be
carefully planned so as not to negatively affect the bottom
line.
It’s all a matter of perceived value
Keep in mind, the higher the price of your wine, the greater
the perceived value. No one sees value in shipping costs,
but they certainly see value in your wine. Like most
wineries, your average order probably contains multiple
bottles, which means that your shipping charges decrease
significantly in relation to the profit on each bottle.
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Product Discount versus Free Shipping
We’ve found through A/B tests that free shipping beats a 20% product discount every time.(6) Once
again, this is a matter of perceived value at work. Depending on the price of your wine, at what point
does a free shipping offer equate to a 20% discount, in terms of cost to you? At a bottle price of
$29.99, it turns out that number is somewhere around four bottles.
Now that’s do-able!

Evaluate the landscape
When evaluating different options, you should first review your competitors (both wineries and
retailers.) We’ve spent a good deal of time looking at various online wine offerings and we’ve
observed a wide mix of flat rate shipping, membership or loyalty programs, and shipping included
offers.
Outside the wine industry, the numbers are staggering.
Over the 2014 holiday period, 64% of merchants promoted free shipping on the homepage of their
website, with 267 merchants making it available on all orders. (7)
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Predictably, our wine industry numbers follow definite patterns, with fewer free shipping offers.
The wine industry lags far behind categories like books, consumer electronics, or apparel in terms of
online sales and we believe shipping costs are a major contributing factor. One wine category is
leading the pack though, and that’s the e-Tailers.
E-Tailers
The growth in online sales for this particular category of online wine merchants is impressive to say
the least. After a quick review of typical shipping costs for some of the major players, it’s not hard to
see why. They understand the inverse relationship between shipping costs and average order value.
As an example, ClubW offers a flat rate of $6 on three bottles, with free shipping coming into play at
six bottles. And NakedWines.com charges a flat rate of $9.99 to all but a few US states, with shipping
included once the order value hits $100.
Large Wineries
From our observations, the large wineries tend be more stingy with their shipping offers. Many charge
different rates for West Coast versus East Coast orders, making the total cost prohibitive for
consumers in New York or New Jersey, for example. Some pass the full cost of shipping on to the
consumer. To their credit, we did see some wineries who offered free shipping to club members. And
we saw one progressive winery (Cameron Hughes) offering flat rate shipping of $10 on a case, with
free shipping kicking in at two cases.
Mid-Size Wineries
When looking at the mid-size wineries, we found that they were all over the board. Most force
customers to go halfway through the checkout process before rates are displayed; a practice which
inevitably leads to sticker shock and cart abandonment. However, we did see examples of wineries
who have clearly mastered the shipping rate challenge. Twisted Oak offers a simple flat rate
regardless of how many bottles are ordered or where they are being shipped. That flat rate is lower
for club members.
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WineDirect Data (Top 20%)
In reviewing the transactional data going through our ecommerce platform, one fact is abundantly
clear: 20% of wineries represent 88% of ecommerce revenue. When we saw that number, we
immediately set to work trying to understand what the top 20% are doing differently.
Are they offering shipping incentives? You bet!
Here’s what we found when looking at shipping costs as a percent of total order value:

Top 20%

Bottom 80%

4%

6%

Top Ten Websites

Bottom 80%

3%

6%

Bottom 80% charge 50% more.

Bottom 80% charge 2X more.

How to Implement Shipping Incentives (Your Tactics)
It doesn’t have to be an all or nothing proposition
You may decide to include shipping on certain products, with a minimum purchase, or for club
members only. It’s all a matter of determining what works best for your winery. All of the strategies
below have been shown to appeal to shoppers while saving money at the same time.
Free or reduced rate shipping with a minimum threshold
In many, if not most cases, shipping discounts don’t make sense financially until the order reaches a
minimum threshold. And if free shipping is available on all products, there is no incentive to buy
more. But if you’re looking to increase your average order value, free or reduced rate shipping with a
minimum threshold is absolutely the most effective way.
According to Slice Intelligence, a Rakuten subsidiary, shoppers in September of 2014 spent 35% more
(or $124 on average) when offered this benefit versus customers who paid separate shipping fees. (2)
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Flat rate shipping
This is one of the best methods for implementing competitive shipping rates. Customers hate
surprises, especially when it comes to shipping costs. A prominently displayed flat rate provides the
transparency they need and will help you avoid disappointing them at checkout.
After California, the states with the most visitors to Napa Valley tasting rooms are (in order) Texas,
Florida, New York, and Illinois.(8) Yet, when analyzing our shipment and ecommerce data, it appears
those markets are underserved. A flat rate strategy also serves the purpose of incentivizing East Coast
customers, who are otherwise likely to resist buying directly from your winery due to the high cost of
shipping east of the Mississippi.
You will need to understand your data in order to implement an effective flat rate policy. What are 1)
your average order value, 2) your average number of bottles shipped, and 3) your average shipping
cost? With this strategy, you’ll lose on some shipments while gaining on others. But if you’ve done
your homework, that will all even out.
BONUS: To boost your average order size, try offering free shipping when the order size reaches a
minimum (in either value or volume.) Wine negociant Cameron Hughes is very successful at selling
wine online and not surprisingly, shipping promos are one of the most effective tools in his
marketing lineup. Customers purchasing a case pay a flat rate of $10 regardless of where the
order ships. And when they reach two cases, shipping is on the house. According to Jessica Kogan,
Cameron Hughes’ wife and co-founder, when that policy was put into place, average order volume
increased to two cases.(9)
Club Members Only
If increasing club memberships is your ultimate goal, the best option may be to include shipping on all
member purchases. Complimentary shipping is one of the most compelling member benefits we’ve
seen and can be a very effective way to move customers up the value chain. To assess this option, you
will want to review the average annual spend for club members versus non-members. At what
conversion rate does a shipping included offer result in the needed revenue boost?
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Annual Membership Program
46Brix is unquestionably our favorite vehicle for using shipping strategically to drive wine sales. An
Amazon Prime-like program, 46Brix offers members free shipping on purchases from any member
winery – for an annual membership fee of $79.
Launched in January of 2014, the results thus far are extremely encouraging. After joining 46Brix, the
average member bought three times more wine than the year before.
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Test, Test, Test
A thorough review of your analytics will reveal a great deal of information about the effectiveness of
your marketing programs. Use the promotional tools available to you to test different shipping offers,
and increase that conversion rate!
Reduce your own costs to make your shipping offers more affordable
Move product closer to the consumer
Moving inventory to a strategically placed warehouse may be the single best thing you can do to make
your shipping offers more affordable. This is the same approach major online retailers use to reduce
shipping costs. WineDirect offers a distribution center in the Cleveland metropolitan area which saves
winery clients 15% per shipment on average.

Bi-Coastal Fulfillment

WineDirect Remote Ship Program
If you are a self-fulfiller, you will want to carefully research your carrier options. The WineDirect
Remote Ship program is one such option, offering savings of up to 37% off retail rates. Remote Ship is
our way of extending some of the benefits of our vast logistics experience to customers for whom our
in-house fulfillment isn’t an option – customers who are located in a different geographical area for
example.
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Communicate Your Shipping Options
The best laid plans mean nothing without proper execution,
and in this case that means properly communicating your
promotional shipping offers to customers.
Advertise Them – Everywhere!
Nothing is more frustrating to a customer than having to go
halfway through the checkout process to figure out what
shipping will cost. Whether you offer promotional shipping
or not, your costs should be clearly visible and easy to find.
Let customers see them on the product page and in your
shipping policies information.
If you offer reduced rate shipping, make your offer known,
through universal banners, calls to action, email offers, and
any other means available.
Use Carrots
The Vin65 Carrot Engine is an effective way to
communicate your shipping offer – especially when a
minimum threshold is used. A message displayed in the cart
such as “two more bottles and your shipping is included”
has been shown to have a positive impact on order size.
Conclusion
These methods are the most common, but certainly not the
only options to consider. Try shopping outside the wine
industry, with some of your favorite online merchants.
What offers appeal to you most and which do you think
would appeal to your customers? Be creative. Your
competition is no longer limited to the winery down the
street. The right offer could make all the difference in the
world.
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